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only sensors that are typically installed in AndroidTM *1
smartphones. It also describes a method for achieving similar operability among different phone models despite sensor-dependent output values.

responded to this issue by developing

the following basic phone operations with-

“Suguden” functions that enable a user

out having to tap the screen (Figure 1).

The proliferation of smartphones in

to operate a phone using only natural

(1) Call: The user can make a call

recent years has made screen tapping a

actions without having to tap the screen.

by simply shaking the phone and

routine way of operating a phone. Nev-

These original functions were first in-

holding it up to an ear. One call-

ertheless, there are still situations in

stalled in the 2016 summer models of

ing destination (person) may be

which screen tapping is difficult or im-

NTT DOCOMO smartphones.

registered for each left/right ear.

1. Introduction

possible to perform. Tapping operations

In this article, we first explain the

First, shaking the phone one

are particularly inconvenient to users

Suguden mechanism for determining

time displays a calling dialog

who want to answer an incoming call

user actions using only sensors that are

(Figure 2). The previously set

immediately but cannot tap the screen

typically installed in Android devices.

calling destinations are displayed

because their other hand is tied up with

We then describe a method for achiev-

at this time enabling the user

carrying a handbag or briefcase, their

ing similar operability despite differ-

to check what is currently regis-

fingertips are wet, etc. In addition, mak-

ences in sensor output values that vary

tered for each ear and to make a

ing a call with a smartphone requires a

by phone model.

call by holding the phone up to

greater number of taps compared with a
feature phone, which can also be a source
of inconvenience. NTT DOCOMO has
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Sensor

the appropriate ear (The 2016

2. Overview of Suguden

winter models enable calling
destinations to be set from the

Suguden enables the user to perform

*1

AndroidTM: A Linux-based open source platform developed by Google Inc. in the United
States targeting mainly mobile information
terminals. A trademark or registered trademark
of Google Inc. in the United States.
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(1) Call

(2) Answer

Make a call by shaking the phone and holding it to one’s ear

Take a call by holding the phone to one’s ear

(3) Disconnect

(4) Reject call (mute)

End a call by placing the phone face
down on a flat surface

Decline an incoming call (set to mute) by
placing the phone face down on a flat surface

(5) Hide caller’s name
John

Temporarily hide caller’s name when receiving a call and display the
name registered in contacts list by picking up the phone

Figure 1

Overview of Suguden functions

Figure 2

user’s call history).
(2) Answer: The user can answer an

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 18 No. 4

Calling dialog

incoming call by simply holding
the phone up to an ear.

(3) Disconnect: The user can end a
call by placing the phone facedown
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on a desk or shaking it twice

by picking up the phone or simp-

sensor specifications, etc. can differ be-

(supported from 2016 winter

ly moving it.

tween smartphone models, motion-de-

models).
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(4) Reject call (mute): The user can

3. Suguden Algorithm

model and stored as a parameter file to

decline an incoming call by plac-

A conceptual diagram of Suguden

enable uniform detection of each type of

ing the phone facedown on a

operations is shown in Figure 3. The

motion. This parameter file is support-

desk or shaking it twice (sup-

Suguden application, which is separate

ed from the 2016 summer models on.

ported from 2016 winter mod-

from the phone application, receives no-

els). The specific type of reject-

tifications on call state from the phone

call operation to be performed

application and initiates/terminates mo-

at this time may be selected

tion*2 detection. Suguden motion detec-

from “mute,” “reject,” and “re-

tion is accomplished by combining data

ject and send SMS.”

from a proximity sensor*3, acceleration

(5) Hide caller’s name: There are
times when the user does not

4,

and gyro

sensor* 5 .

The following describes the detection algorithm for each type of motion.

3.1 Phone-to-ear Motion
(Call/answer Operations)
We examined the actions of actual

Here, a

users in studying an appropriate algo-

standard Android Application Program-

rithm to adopt. In the call operation, it

sensor*

wish surrounding people to see

ming Interface

is used to obtain

was often observed that the user would

the name of the caller at the time

sensor data, which makes any revisions

bring the phone up to the chest after

of an incoming call such as when

to Android itself unnecessary and ena-

shaking it to check the calling dialog on

the phone is sitting on a table in

bles the Suguden application to be used

the screen. In the answer operation as

full view during a meeting. En-

in nearly all Android smartphones. In

well, there were many cases in which

visioning such a scenario, this

addition, we observed a variety of user

the user would bring the phone up to the

function disables display of the

behavioral cases with the aim of using

chest at the time of an incoming call to

caller’s name from the user’s

natural actions to perform phone opera-

check the identity of the caller.

contacts list at the time of an in-

tions such as call, answer, disconnect, and

For the above reasons, it was decid-

coming voice or video call. The

reject call. Furthermore, given that hand-

ed to detect the action (motion) of bring-

user can then display the name

set shape, sensor-installation position,

ing the phone up to the ear using the

Pass sensor values
Sensor Manager
(standard Android API)

(API)*6

Pass call state

Suguden app

Phone app
Instruct phone
operation (call, etc.)

Read threshold values

Proximity sensor
Acceleration sensor
Gyro sensor

Parameter file

Figure 3

*2
*3

Motion: Action associated with a user terminal
operation.
Proximity sensor: A sensor that detects contact with or closeness to an object.

*4

*5
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tection thresholds are adjusted for each

Conceptual diagram of Suguden operation

Acceleration sensor: A sensor that measures
changes in speed. Equipping a mobile terminal
with an accelerometer allows it to sense orientation and motion.
Gyro sensor: A sensor that measures angular
velocity. Installing a gyro sensor in a mobile

*6

terminal enables change in velocity in the rotational direction to be measured.
API: An interface that makes the functions
provided by the OS, middleware and other such
software available to upper-level software.
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The sequence for detecting the mo-

thermore, to enable the selection of not

tion of bringing the phone up to an ear

one but two calling destinations by al-

is shown in Figure 4 (a) and the defi-

(2) Suguden uses the gyro sensor to

lowing the user to hold the phone up to

nition of the phone’s coordinate axes for

detect the user action of holding

the left or right ear, it was decided to

use as reference is shown in Figure 5.

the phone up to an ear. First,

sors.

(1) After recognizing an opportuni-

motion is detected in step (2)–1,

ty to initiate motion detection

and next, the locus of the phone

Based on the above user actions,

(call: at time of calling dialog

approaching an ear is measured

each type of motion is detected by deter-

display; answer: at time of in-

in step (2)–2 to detect that the

mining phone movements as described

coming voice call), the Suguden

phone has been brought next to

below.

application activates the gyro,

that ear.

detect which ear the user was using to
make a call.
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acceleration, and proximity sen-

position of the chest as base point. Fur-

(1) Call: calling dialog display
Answer: incoming voice call
(1) Disconnect: voice call in progress
Reject call: incoming voice call

Start motion detection

Start motion detection

(2)–1 Detect initial motion

(2) Detect non-proximate state

Angular velocity
about the z-axis continues in a state
greater than A-1 for a period
longer than A-2

No

Duration of non-proximate
state is greater than B-1

Yes
(2)–2 Detect locus of phone
approaching ear

(4)–1 Detect whether phone is next to left
or right ear

Absolute value of
angle of rotation α about the z-axis is
greater than A-3

No

Yes
(3) Detect horizontal and proximate state

No
Sign of angular velocity
about the z-axis

Yes

Positive: left ear
Negative: right ear

(3) Detect whether phone remains close
to head

x-axis and y-axis angles are less than threshold
values B-2 and B-3, respectively, and phone
is in a proximate state

(4)–2 Detect phone orientation
Duration of proximity state is
greater than A-4

No

State in (3) continues for longer
than period B-4
Tilt is within minimum angle
A-6 and maximum angle A-7

Yes

No

No

Yes
Turn-phone-over motion detected

Detection time from (2)–1 to
(3) is within time limit A-5

No

Yes
Phone-to-ear motion detected

Yes

(a) Phone-to-ear motion
Figure 4

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 18 No. 4

(b) Turn-phone-over motion
Motion sequence
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etc. the proximity sensor is

the angular velocity obtained

used to check whether the

from the gyro sensor and

phone is in a non-proximate

checks whether that value is

surface is rotated about the

state during period A-2.

greater than threshold A-3. If

origin (phone center), this step

(2)–2: Detect movement from in-

below the threshold, the flow

uses the gyro sensor to de-

itial motion to holding phone

returns to decision (2)–1 above.

termine whether an angular

up to ear

(Figure 6 (a)).

(2)–1: Detect initial motion of
phone

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

In the event that the x–y

velocity greater than thresh-

This step calculates the

(3) Suguden uses the proximity sen-

old A-1 continues for longer

absolute value of angle of

sor to check whether the phone

than period A-2. Furthermore,

rotation α about the z-axis

brought near an ear remains close

to exclude phone movement

from detection time (2)–1 by

to the user’s head. If the prox-

within a handbag, briefcase,

taking the time integral of

imity state continues for period

y
y-axis: direction along
phone’s height

x
z-axis: direction along
phone’s depth

Origin: center of phone

z

Figure 5

y
Check angle of
rotation α

α

z

x

z

Determine phone
orientation based
on tilt β

y
x

State of phone
moving in the positive
direction along z-axis
from the origin

Counterclockwise
rotation

(a) Determine phone angle in
movement up to ear

Reference coordinate axes

y

(b) Rotation identifying the right ear

Figure 6
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x-axis: direction along
phone’s width

x

β
g

Tilt β of y-axis relative to
direction of gravitational
force in the phone’s x-y
plane
Gravitational
acceleration g

(c) Determine phone orientation

Detection of phone-to-ear motion

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 18 No. 4
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A-4, the flow advances to deci-

acceleration g is taken to be

state) are repeated in a short time period,

sion (4). If detection time from

β. This step checks whether

so we here designed the algorithm so

(2)–1 to (3) is longer than time

β lies within a range of thresh-

that the phone state at this time could be

limit A-5, the flow returns to

old values (minimum angle

correctly detected using the proximity

decision (2)–1 above.

A-6, maximum angle A-7).

sensor.

(4) Suguden uses the acceleration

Since the phone’s sensor can-

Meanwhile, in a reject-call opera-

sensor to determine whether the

not detect β directly, this

tion, it often happens that the user first

phone has been brought close to

check compares gx, gy calcu-

brings the phone in front of the chest to

the left or right ear and checks

lated by the following ex-

check the identity of the caller and then

whether the final orientation of

pressions based on threshold

places the phone on a desk, table, or

the phone is appropriate in terms

values with gx, gy detected

some kind of surface. For this reason,

of its tilt angle when held up

from the phone’s sensor (gx,

we designed the algorithm so that the

against the ear.

gy are the x-axis and y-axis

motion of placing the phone on a sur-

(4)–1: This step determines whether

components of gravitational

face could be detected using the non-

acceleration g).

proximate state as base point.

the phone has been brought

The sequence for detecting the turn-

up to the left or right ear based

Right ear:

on the direction of its rota-

gx = g･sin β,

phone-over motion is shown in Fig. 4 (b).

tion (clockwise/counterclock-

gy = g･cos β

(1) After recognizing an opportuni-

wise) when in a state mov-

Left ear:

ty to initiate motion detection

ing in a positive direction

gx = g･sin (-β),

(disconnect: at time of voice call;

from the origin along the z-

gy = g･cos (-β)

reject call: at time of incoming
voice call), the Suguden appli-

axis at decision time.
Condition for right ear

If the above matches the conditions

(Fig. 6 (b)): rotation about the

up to step (4)–2, that action is consid-

z-axis is counterclockwise,

ered to be a motion that brings the phone

that is, angular velocity about

up to the left or right ear.

tation about the z-axis is clockwise, that is, angular velocity

and proximity sensors.
(2) Using the proximity sensor,
Suguden checks whether the
phone is in a state away from

the z-axis < 0
Condition for left ear: ro-

cation activates the acceleration

3.2 Turn-phone-over Motion
(Disconnect/reject-call
Operations)

the user’s head or a surface. If a
non-proximate state continues
for longer than period B-1, the

It often happens in a disconnect op-

flow continues to decision (3).

(4)–2: This step determines the

eration that the user moves the phone

Since the phone can momentari-

orientation of the phone with

away from the ear and places it on a

ly enter a non-proximate state

respect to the ear (left or

desk, table, or some kind of surface. In

due to user movements, we ad-

right) determined in step (4)–1

such a case, proximate and non-proximate

justed period B-1 so that such a

(Fig. 6 (c)).

operations in the form of proximate (next-

case would not be judged to be

Tilt of y-axis in the phone’s

to-ear state), non-proximate (away-from-

a non-proximate state.

x-y relative to gravitational

ear state), and proximate (on-surface

about the z-axis > 0
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(3) Using the acceleration and prox-
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imity sensors, Suguden checks

check whether these angles

call, the user brings the phone up to the

whether the phone has been placed

are less than those thresh-

chest to check the identity of the caller,

on a surface in a horizontal and

olds (Figure 7).

but the shaking position likewise dif-

(3)–2: This step uses the prox-

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

faced-down state.
(3)–1: This step uses the accel-

imity sensor to check whether

For this reason, we designed the al-

eration sensor to check wheth-

the phone is near an object.

gorithm to detect whether the user has

er the phone is in a horizon-

If the phone is in a proxi-

explicitly shaken the phone regardless

tal state.

mate state, it is considered

of the phone’s position or state at that

to be resting on a desk, table,

time. We also incorporated control measures

or other kind of surface.

to prevent a reaction to oscillations that

Specifically, the method
used here detects a horizontal

occur in normal use of a smartphone

state by using the absolute
value of gravitational acceler-

Finally, if the state that simulta-

ation obtained from the ac-

neously satisfies the conditions in

The method used for detecting the

celeration sensor. If the gravita-

steps (3)–1 and (3)–2 continues for

shake-twice motion is shown in Figure 8.

tional acceleration of the x-

period B-4, the motion-detection

(1) After recognizing an opportunity

axis and y-axis are each zero,

conditions are satisfied. Otherwise,

to initiate motion detection, the

the phone is considered to

the detection flow starts again from

Suguden application activates the

be in a horizontal state. How-

step (3).

acceleration and proximity sen-

such as when walking.

sors.

ever, in actual situations, the
desk or table on which the
phone is placed may not be
strictly horizontal, so we es-

3.3 Shake-twice Motion
(Disconnect/reject-call
Operations)

(2) Suguden confirms that the phone
has been stationary for period
E-1 (has not exceeded threshold

tablished thresholds for an-

In a disconnect operation, when the

E-2) and begins decision (3). If

gles θx and θy of the x and y

user moves the phone away from the

E-2 is exceeded within E-1, de-

axes (x-axis threshold B-2,

ear and shakes it, the shaking position

cision (2) is repeated using the

y-axis threshold B-3) and

differs among users.

time at which E-2 was exceeded

use the absolute value of

Furthermore, in a reject-call opera-

gravitational acceleration to

tion at the time of an incoming voice

as the start point.
(3) Suguden confirms that the phone

Check whether θx and θy are
both within threshold values

θx
z

Figure 7
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fers among users.

θy

x

ｙ

z

Horizontal state detection
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Proximate: to (5)–1
Non-proximate: to (5)–2
(2)
E–1

(4)

(5)–2

E–8

E–10

Continue non-proximate: to motion
detection
Switch to proximate: to (5)–1

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

E–7

Detection

E–2
(1)

Time

E–5

E–6

E–9

(3)

(5)–1

Figure 8

Switch to non-proximate:
to (5)–2
Continue proximate: to (2)

Shake-twice motion detection

has exceeded threshold E-5, the

tects a non-proximate state at

proximity sensor switches to

inverse of E-2, during period E-

the point at which threshold E-7

a proximate state during pe-

6 and begins decision (4). If ac-

is exceeded, a transition is made

riod E-10, Suguden decides

celeration exceeding E-5 is not

to decision (5)–2.

that the user has performed

detected within E-6, the flow re-

(5)–1: If the proximity sensor

an unintended operation and

switches to a non-proximate

makes a transition to deci-

(4) Suguden confirms that the phone

state during period E-9, a

sion (5)–1.

has exceeded threshold E-7, the

transition is made to deci-

inverse of E-5, during period E-

sion (5)–2. If the proximity

8. If acceleration exceeding E-7

sensor continues in a non-

is not detected within E-8, the

proximate state for period

Users have stated that there are

flow returns to decision (2).

E-9, Suguden decides that the

times when they do not wish surround-

Now, if the proximity sensor

user has performed an unin-

ing people to see the name of the caller

detects a proximate state at the

tended operation and returns

of an incoming call when placing their

point at which threshold E-7 is

to decision (2).

phone on a table during a meeting. In

turns to decision (2).

3.4 Move-phone Motion (Hide
Caller’s Name Operation)

exceeded, the user may have

(5)–2: If the proximity sensor

response to this need, we have made it

performed an unintended opera-

continues in a non-proximate

possible to disable display of the call-

tion such as holding the phone

state for period E-10, Suguden

er’s name at the time of an incoming

up to the ear, so a transition is

detects that a shake-twice mo-

voice or video call and to then display

made to decision (5)–1. How-

tion (disconnect/reject-call op-

the name by having the user intention-

ever, if the proximity sensor de-

erations) has occurred. If the

ally pick up the phone or slide it back

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 18 No. 4
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and forth on the table.
(1) After recognizing an opportunity to initiate motion detection,

Get maximum and
minimum values

the Suguden application activates

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

the acceleration sensor.

20

zmax

(2) Suguden obtains phone motion

(2)–1

from the change in gravitational

zmin

acceleration using the accelera-

(2)–2 Δz
Time
Stationary state

tion sensor.
The method used for detecting the move-phone motion is

Figure 9

shown in Figure 9.

Detection of move-phone motion
(for phone movement in the z-axis direction)

(2)–1: Get maximum and minimum values over a fixed pe-

Δ as a criterion, determine

that have so far been the norm. Going

riod of time for gravitational

that the phone has moved

forward, we will focus on many natural

acceleration in each of the x,

(motion detection) if that cri-

actions performed by users in daily life

y, and z directions.

terion is greater than a cer-

and incorporate a variety of them in

tain value and display the

Suguden. Our goal is to facilitate the

caller’s name.

further evolution and spread of Suguden

(2)–2: Calculate difference Δ between those maximum and
minimum values obtained for
gravitational acceleration in
each of the x, y, and z directions.

4. Conclusion
“Suguden” enables a user to operate
a phone using natural actions like bring-

(2)–3: Using the total value of the

ing the phone up to one’s ear without

absolute values of difference

having to perform tapping operations

functions so that they become a part of
everyone’s lifestyle. We also plan to
add enhancements to the Suguden algorithm to further improve its accuracy.
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